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(57) ABSTRACT 
A ?exible built-in self-test (BIST) circuit is incorporated 
into an integrated circuit (IC) for testing one or random 
access memories or other memories embedded in an inte 

grated circuit regardless of the number, siZe or test require 
ments of the memories. Input data from a controller that may 

Appl. No.: 10/401,899 be conveniently partitioned among components internal and 
external to the IC, supplies data to the BIST circuit indicat 
ing the siZe of the embedded memories to be tested and 

Filed: Mar. 31, 2003 selecting from among several modes of BIST operation. 
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PARTITIONABLE EMBEDDED CIRCUIT TEST 
SYSTEM FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims bene?t of Provisional 
Application No. 60/160,233 ?led Oct. 18, 1999. The entire 
disclosure of Provisional Application No. 60/160,233 is 
hereby incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates in general to a system 
for testing circuits embedded in an integrated circuit (IC), 
and in particular to a system that may be ?exibly partitioned 
betWeen components internal and external to the IC. 

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0005] Many integrated circuits (ICs) include one or more 
embedded circuits such as random access memories 
(RAMs). While logic circuits implemented in an IC itself 
may read or Write access an embedded RAM, the bus 
conveying data, address and control signals betWeen the 
RAM and the logic circuits read and Write accessing it may 
not be accessible to external test equipment via the IC’s 
input/output (I/O) terminals. Conventional IC testers exter 
nal to the IC therefore can’t directly test such an embedded 
RAM. 

[0006] One Way to alloW an external IC tester to test an 
embedded RAM is to link the RAM’s I/O ports to the IC’s 
I/O terminals. HoWever this approach requires a large num 
ber of extra I/O terminals to accommodate the RAM’s I/O 
ports and can require a substantial amount of scarce space 
Within the IC to route large buses betWeen each embedded 
RAM and the IC’s I/O terminals. Another Way to alloW 
provide a IC tester With access to terminals of an embedded 
RAM or other circuit is multiplex its terminals onto I/O 
terminals of other circuits so that an IC tester can selectively 
access the embedded circuit terminals as illustrated in FIG. 
1. This approach can eliminate the need for extra I/O 
terminals, but can still require substantial amounts of IC 
space for routing the large embedded memory buses. 

[0007] FIG. 2 illustrates a third approach to providing an 
IC tester With access to an embedded circuit. A “built-in 
self-test” (BIST) circuit is formed on the IC that is designed 
to test the embedded circuit. A BIST circuit may require 
relatively feW connections to the IC’s I/O terminals for 
communicating With external test circuits. Thus When the 
BIST circuit is located proximate to the RAM or RAMs it 
tests, signal routing paths betWeen the BIST circuit and the 
I/O terminals can require less space on the IC than Would be 
required if the RAMs’ I/O ports Were directly routed to the 
IC’s I/O terminals. The number and nature of the connec 
tions betWeen the BIST circuit and the IC’s I/O terminals 
depend on the nature of the test to be performed and on hoW 
test functions are apportioned betWeen the IC’s internal 
BIST circuit and equipment external to the IC that commu 
nicates With the BIST circuit. For example a self-contained 
BIST circuit carrying out all aspects of a simple pass/fail test 
may require only a START signal input to initiate the test, a 
DONE signal output to indicate the test is complete, and a 
PASS/FAIL signal output to indicate the results of a test. 
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When the BIST circuit requires an external controller pro 
viding timing signals for sequencing address and data gen 
eration, additional IC I/O ports are needed to supply those 
timing signals to the BIST circuit. Also more I/O terminal 
connections may be needed When the BIST circuit is to 
report the address of each defective memory cell to external 
test circuits. 

[0008] When an IC includes more than one embedded 
RAM it is possible to use a single BIST circuit to test each 
RAM in turn, provided hoWever that all RAMs are similar 
and are to be tested in the same manner. But this approach 
requires routing large buses Within the IC for connecting a 
central BIST circuit to each embedded RAM, and those 
buses can require substantial space in the IC. It not possible 
to use a single BIST circuit for testing multiple embedded 
RAMs When the embedded RAMs have differing address 
ranges or are to be tested in different Ways. 

[0009] To the extent possible, an IC designer usually 
prefers to design the layout of an IC by de?ning intercon 
nections betWeen a set of “standard cells”, each standard cell 
specifying the layout Within an IC of a component having a 
speci?c function. For example a standard cell might de?ne 
the layout of an embedded memory, an I/O port, or any of 
many types of logic circuits. The designer’s job is simpli?ed 
When it is not necessary for him to design any cells in detail 
or to substantially modify the design of any standard cell 
When incorporating it into an IC. 

[0010] Since each RAM embedded in an IC may be of 
differing siZe and have differing test requirements, an IC 
designer Will typically provide a separate customiZed BIST 
circuit for each embedded RAM. A number of other factors 
also in?uence the nature of a BIST design. For example the 
available space Within an IC and the number of available I/O 
terminals can in?uence hoW We apportion test functions 
betWeen a BIST circuit and external test circuits. 

[0011] Since IC designers must custom design a test 
system for each IC to suit the nature of its embedded RAMs, 
they ?nd BIST systems dif?cult to implement. What is 
needed is a system for testing RAMs embedded in an IC that 
alloWs a designer to ?exibly apportion test functions 
betWeen internal BIST circuits and external test circuits and 
Which can test embedded RAMs of varying numbers and 
siZes in any of several Ways, but Which the designer can 
easily implement using standard cells requiring minimal 
modi?cation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] A test system in accordance With the invention 
includes a built-in self-test (BIST) circuit incorporated into 
an integrated circuit (IC) for testing one or more random 
access memories (RAMs) of varying siZe embedded in the 
IC. During normal circuit operation logic circuits imple 
mented Within the IC read and Write access the RAMs. 
During a RAM test, the BIST system disconnects the logic 
circuits from the RAMs and connects internal test circuits to 
the RAMs I/O ports to enable them to test the RAMs. 

[0013] The BIST circuit is capable of operating in any of 
several modes When testing each embedded RAM, With its 
mode of operation being selected by a controller that may be 
conveniently implemented internal or external to the IC. 
Selectable modes include: 
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[0014] a RAM “pass/fail” mode in Which the BIST 
circuit tests each address of each RAM and generates 
an output FAILX signal indicating Wherein any 
address of any RAM is defective; 

[0015] a “bit map” mode in Which the BIST circuit 
tests each address of each RAM and produces output 
data indicating the pass/fail status of each bit at that 
RAM address, thereby providing a map of defective 
RAM storage bits; 

[0016] a “Word map” mode in Which the BIST circuit 
tests each RAM address and produces an output 
signal indicating Whether that RAM address is defec 
tive, thereby providing a map of defective RAM 
addresses; 

[0017] a “scan capture” mode in Which the BIST 
circuit captures data appearing on each RAM’s bus 
in a scan register in response to a CAPTURE signal 
from the external control and serially shifts it out to 
the controller in response to a SHIFT signal from the 
controller; and 

[0018] a “scan force” mode in Which the BIST circuit 
receives and stores data from the controller in the 
scan register and forces it onto the bus of an embed 
ded RAM in response to a FORCE signal from the 
controller. 

[0019] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the BIST circuit includes a set of “core Wrappers”, each 
incorporated into the IC near a corresponding one of the 
embedded RAMs. Each core Wrapper includes a test circuit 
that it connects to the bus of its corresponding RAM during 
a test. When connected to the bus of its corresponding RAM, 
each test circuit Writes data into each RAM address Within 
the RAM’s range of addresses, reads data out of each RAM 
address, and compares the data it reads out of each RAM 
address to the data it Wrote into that RAM address to 
determine Whether the RAM address is defective. 

[0020] Each test circuit pulses an output error signal 
(CERR) Whenever it determines a RAM address is defec 
tive, continuously asserts another output error signal (FAIL) 
after determining any RAM address is defective, and asserts 
a DONE signal When it has completed testing all RAM 
addresses. A glue logic circuit included in the IC logically 
ANDs the DONE output signals of the test circuits of all 
core Wrappers to produce a single output DONEX signal, 
logically ORs the FAIL output signals of the test circuits of 
all core Wrappers to produce a single output FAILX signal 
and multiplexes the CERR output signal of the test circuits 
of all core Wrappers to select one of the them as a single 
output CERRX signal in response to selection data from an 
external controller. The controller monitors the DONE sig 
nal to determine When the test is complete during all modes 
of operation, monitors the FAILX signal during the pass/fail 
mode of operation to determine Whether any IC is defective, 
and selects and monitors the glue logic output CERRX 
signal during the Word map mode of operation to determine 
Which memory addresses are defective. 

[0021] In accordance With another aspect of the invention 
the controller sends each the test circuits Within each core 
Wrapper MIN, MAX data de?ning the range of addresses of 
the corresponding RAM. When it tests the RAM in any 
mode of operation, each test circuit restricts its test activities 
to that range of addresses. 
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[0022] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the controller sends ROW/COL data to the test circuit of 
each core Wrapper controlling Whether the test circuit 
accesses RAM addresses on a roW-by-roW or column-by 
column basis in any mode of operation. 

[0023] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
each core Wrapper includes a scan register for storing data 
appearing on the bus of the corresponding RAM in response 
to an input CAPTURE signal and for shifting that data out 
to a test circuit external to the IC in response to an input 
SHIFT signal When operating in the scan capture mode. 

[0024] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
the test circuit Within each core Wrapper generates 
RESULTS data after testing each address of the correspond 
ing RAM, When operating in the bit map mode. The results 
data indicates Whether each bit of data Written into that RAM 
address matches a corresponding bit of data read back out of 
that RAM address. The RESULTS data provides an addi 
tional input to the scan register so that may be stored in the 
scan register in response to the CAPTURE signal and shifted 
out to the controller in response to the SHIFT signal. 

[0025] The controller provides DIAG input data to the test 
circuit Within each core Wrapper controlling Whether it is to 
operate in the bit map mode. When operating in the other 
modes a tester tests each successive RAM address Without 
Waiting for the external control to capture and acquire 
RESULTS data. In the bit map mode, each tester Waits for 
a READY signal from a controller after testing each RAM 
address before testing a next RAM address. The Wait alloWs 
the controller time to capture and acquire the RESULTS data 
stored in the scan register. 

[0026] In accordance With a further aspect of the inven 
tion, the function of the controller may be ?exibly parti 
tioned betWeen a controller implemented internal to the IC, 
a controller implemented outside the IC, and a conventional 
general purpose integrated circuit tester Without modifying 
the nature of the core Wrappers or the glue logic circuit. 

[0027] It is accordingly an object of the invention to 
provide a system for testing one or more RAMs of varying 
siZe embedded in an IC. 

[0028] It is another object of the invention to provide a test 
system alloWing an IC designer to ?exibly select a manner 
in Which each RAM is tested and to ?exibly apportion test 
functions betWeen test circuits internal and external to the 
IC. 

[0029] It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
embedded memory test system that may be easily incorpo 
rated into an IC using standard cells requiring minimal 
customiZation, regardless of the siZe and number of embed 
ded RAMs and regardless of the nature of the test or tests to 
be performed on each embedded RAM. 

[0030] The concluding portion of this speci?cation par 
ticularly points out and distinctly claims the subject matter 
of the present invention. HoWever those skilled in the art 
Will best understand both the organiZation and method of 
operation of the invention, together With further advantages 
and objects thereof, by reading the remaining portions of the 
speci?cation in vieW of the accompanying draWing(s) 
Wherein like reference characters refer to like elements. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING(S) 

[0031] FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate in block diagram form 
prior systems for testing an integrated circuit including an 
embedded circuit; 

[0032] FIGS. 3A-3C and 4 illustrates in block diagram 
form a system in accordance With the invention for testing 
an integrated circuit including an embedded circuit; 

[0033] FIG. 5 illustrates in block diagram form a system 
in accordance With the invention for testing an integrated 
circuit including several embedded random access memo 

ries; 
[0034] FIG. 6 illustrates a typical core Wrapper of FIG. 5 
in more detailed block diagram form; 

[0035] FIGS. 7-11 illustrate alternative embodiments of 
the test system of the present invention in block diagram 
form, 
[0036] FIG. 12 illustrates the pattern generator of FIG. 6 
in more detailed block diagram form; 

[0037] FIG. 13 illustrates the ?lter of FIG. 13 in more 
detailed block diagram form; 

[0038] FIG. 15 illustrates a suitable implementation of the 
glue logic circuit of FIG. 5 in more detailed block diagram 
form; 
[0039] FIG. 16 illustrates in block diagram form an alter 
native embodiment of a system in accordance With the 
invention for testing an integrated circuit including several 
embedded random access memories; and 

[0040] FIG. 17 illustrates a typical core Wrapper of FIG. 
16 in more detailed block diagram form. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS (s) 

[0041] FIGS. 3A-3C and 4 illustrate alternative versions 
of a system in accordance With the present invention for 
testing an circuit 1 such as one or more random access 

memories embedded in an integrated circuit (IC) 2A-2D 
along With other circuits 3. Embedded circuit 1 communi 
cates With other circuits 3 linked to via input/output (I/O) 
terminals 4 that may be accessed by an external IC tester 5. 
HoWever since the bus 6 linking embedded circuit 1 to other 
circuit 3 is not linked to IC I/O terminals, IC tester 5 cannot 
directly test embedded circuit 1. HoWever as illustrated in 
FIGS. 3A and 3B, a built-in, self-test (BIST) circuit 7 is 
provided Within integrated circuit 2A or 2B to access bus 6 
and test embedded circuit 1. BIST circuit 7 communicates 
With a BIST controller circuit 8 Which, as illustrated in FIG. 
3A, may be implemented by a separate IC mounted on the 
same circuit board (load board 9) on Which IC 2A is 
mounted When being tested by IC tester 5. BIST controller 
circuit 8 may alternatively be located Within the IC 2B as 
illustrated in FIG. 3B. BIST circuit 7 is suitably located near 
embedded circuit 1 to minimiZe the IC space needed to route 
bus 6 to BIST circuit 7. BIST circuit 7 receives commands 
from and reports test results to BIST controller 8 through a 
relatively small bus 4B. BIST controller 8 communicates 
With IC tester 5 via a small bus 4C. BIST circuit 7 and BIST 
controller 8 not only test embedded circuit 1, they also 
eliminate the need to route a large bus 6 betWeen IC tester 
5 and embedded circuit 1. 
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[0042] Alternatively, as illustrated in FIG. 3C, tester 5 
may directly access a BIST circuit 7 Within an IC 2C via bus 
4B and carry out the function of BIST controller 8. As shoWn 
in FIG. 4, When it convenient to route bus 6 to I/O terminals 
of an IC 2D, the functions of a BIST circuit and a BIST 
controller can be carried out by a “built-off self-test” 
(BOST) circuit 13 mounted on a load board 9 and commu 
nicating With IC tester 5 through bus 4B. BOST controller 13 
as Well as BIST controller 8 of FIGS. 3A and 3B can be 
implemented as a ?eld programmable gate array. 

[0043] Thus the task of testing embedded circuit 1 can be 
conveniently partitioned betWeen an IC tester 5, a BIST 
circuit 7, a BIST controller 8 and a BOST circuit 13. This 
?exibility in placing test circuit functionality is helpful, for 
example, When an integrated circuit chip is being developed. 
In many cases, a designer may Want to experimentally 
determine hoW to best con?gure a BIST system to test an 
embedded circuit by trying out several different test designs. 
HoWever it is too time consuming and expensive to produce 
a series of development IC’s having differently con?gured 
BIST systems. The ?exible system of the present invention 
alloWs the designer to initially produce a development chip 
that does not include the BIST circuit and/or its controller. 
The designer can then test the embedded circuit in the 
development IC using various external BIST controller or 
BOST con?gurations to see Which is most suitable. There 
after the best BIST controller or BOST con?guration can be 
incorporated into a production version of the IC. 

[0044] For example, IC 2A of FIG. 3A may be a devel 
opment chip including the embedded circuit 1 to be tested 
and the internal BIST circuit 7, but Which does not include 
a BIST controller 8. An external BIST controller 8 may then 
be coupled to BIST circuit 7, for example, through contact 
points 4D (e.g. probe contact pads) on IC 2A or via dedi 
cated IC terminals. The external BIST controller 8 can then 
be developed and hardWare and/or softWare modi?ed to 
control BIST 7 so that it appropriately tests embedded circuit 
1. Later, as illustrated in FIG. 3B, elements of the external 
BIST controller circuit 8 of FIG. 3A as developed and 
modi?ed can be directly incorporated into the production 
version 2B of the IC as an internal BIST controller. 

[0045] Also, referring to FIG. 4, a development chip 2D 
including an embedded circuit 1 can be provided Without 
either a BIST circuit or a BIST controller. In such case an 

external BOST circuit 13 accessing bus 6, for example 
through probes 6A contacting pads 6B connected to bus 6 or 
dedicated IC terminals, can be developed and modi?ed to 
appropriately test embedded circuit 1. Thereafter as illus 
trated in FIG. 3C, a BIST circuit 7 mimicking relevant 
elements of the developed BOST circuit 13 can be placed on 
a production version 2C of the IC. 

[0046] Alternatively, after con?guring the BOST circuit 
13 of FIG. 4 to test the development IC 2D of FIG. 4, the 
BOST circuit design can be partitioned into a BIST circuit 
7 and a BIST controller 8, With the BIST circuit 7 only being 
included in a production version 2A of the IC as illustrated 
in FIG. 3A, or With both BIST 7 and BIST controller 8 being 
incorporated into a production version 2B of IC as illustrated 
in FIG. 3B. 

[0047] Embedded Memory Test System 

[0048] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a test system 8 
illustrating a version of the test system of the present 
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invention as applied to an integrated circuit (IC) 10 includ 
ing several embedded random access memories (RAMs) 12. 
In addition to one or more embedded random access memo 

ries (RAMs) 12, IC 10 includes logic circuits 14, 16 for read 
or Write accessing RAMs 12, for communicating With exter 
nal circuits though IC input/output (I/O) terminals 18, and 
for communicating With one another through internal lines 
or buses 20. A conventional external integrated tester 21 is 
provided to perform a logic test on logic circuits 14, 16 by 
applying input signal patterns to I/O terminals 18 and 
monitoring output signals patterns logic circuits 14, 16 
produce at UQ terminals 18 in response to the input signal 
patterns. 

[0049] RAM Testing 

[0050] Test system 8 includes a built-in self-test (BIST) 
circuit 11 incorporated into IC 10 for carrying out or 
facilitating any of several different types of tests on IC 10 
including directly testing each RAM 12, and assisting in 
tests of logic circuits 14, 16. Since the I/O port of RAMs 12 
are not directly accessible to IC 21, tester 21 cannot directly 
test their operation to determine Whether each address of 
each RAM 12 is correctly storing and reading out data. BIST 
circuit 11 is therefore provided to test RAMs 12 by discon 
necting logic circuits 14, 16 from RAMs 12 and directly read 
and Write accessing them via their I/O ports. 

[0051] ShadoW Logic Testing 

[0052] BIST circuit 11 also gives IC tester 21 a vieW of 
data appearing on the buses 32 that logic circuits 14, 16 use 
to read and Write access RAMs 12. Logic circuits 14 are “I/O 
visible” to tester 21 in the sense that they include a suf?cient 
number of nodes directly linked to I/O terminals 18 that 
tester 21 can adequately monitor the behavior of logic 
circuits 14 during a test. On the other hand, “shadoW” logic 
circuits 16 read and Write access RAMS 12 and communi 
cate With logic circuits 14, but have feW (if any) nodes of 
interest directly connected to I/O terminals 18. Thus during 
a logic test, tester 21 is not able to directly monitor the 
behavior of nodes of interest Within shadoW logic circuits 16 
via I/O terminals 18. ShadoW logic circuits 16 derive their 
name from the notion that they are in the “shadoW” of visible 
logic circuits 14 and RAMs 12 from the point of vieW of 
tester 21. When tester 21 cannot directly stimulate or moni 
tor the behavior of various nodes of interest Within IC 10, it 
can be dif?cult to determine the source of IC test failures 
based solely on data the tester acquires at UQ terminals 18. 
As discussed beloW, test system 8 of the present invention 
enables tester 21 to directly vieW nodes of interest not 
directly connected to I/ O terminals 18 of IC 10. In particular, 
BIST circuit 11 alloWs tester 21 to monitor data traveling 
betWeen logic circuits 14,16 and RAMs 12 on buses 32 
during memory accesses. BIST circuit 11 can also simulate 
the operation of RAM 12 by forcing knoWn data onto buses 
32. 

[0053] BIST Circuit Portability 

[0054] An IC designer typically designs the layout of an 
IC by de?ning interconnections betWeen a set of “standard 
cells”, each standard cell specifying the layout Within an IC 
of a circuit component having a particular function. For 
example a standard cell might de?ne the layout of an 
embedded RAM, an I/O port, or any of many types of logic 
circuits. The designer’s job is simpli?ed When it is not 
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necessary for him to modify a standard cell When incorpo 
rating it into an IC design. HoWever since embedded RAMs 
vary in siZe and testing requirements from IC-to-IC, prior art 
BIST circuits for testing embedded RAMs had to be cus 
tomiZed to accommodate the particular number of RAMs 
embedded in the IC, for the particular siZe of each embedded 
RAM and for each kind of test to be performed. One of the 
objects of the invention is to provide a BIST circuit 11 that 
may be implemented in the form of standard cells for 
incorporation into almost any integrated circuit having one 
or more embedded RAMs With little modi?cation regardless 
of the number and siZes of RAMs embedded in the IC, and 
regardless of the nature of the test to be performed on each 
RAM. 

[0055] BIST Control Partitioning 

[0056] BIST circuit 11 requires a controller for con?gur 
ing it to carry out the desired tests on RAMs 12 and for 
receiving test results. BIST circuit 11 requires relatively feW 
connections to its controller and alloWs ?exibility in the 
partitioning of BIST control functions betWeen internal and 
external control circuits. For example controller functions 
may be implemented by IC tester 21 as illustrated in FIG. 
5, by a BIST controller embedded in IC 10 itself, by a BIST 
controller external to the IC, by a conventional, general 
purpose integrated circuit tester (automated test equipment), 
or by a combination of internal and external BIST controller 
and IC tester. 

[0057] BIST 11 has several modes of operation that alloW 
it to test RAMs 12 and report test results in various Ways, 
and to assist IC tester 21 in performing logic tests on logic 
circuits 14, 16. Each operating mode is discussed beloW. 

[0058] User Mode 

[0059] BIST circuit 11 includes a separate “core Wrap 
per”24 positioned near each RAM 12. During normal IC 10 
operation, When IC 10 is not being tested, BIST circuit 11 
operates in a “user” mode in Which each core Wrapper 24 
connecting its corresponding RAM 12 through a bus 32 
(including data, address and read/Write control lines) to the 
logic circuits 14 and 16 that read and Write access that RAM. 
BIST circuit 11 also operates in the user mode When IC tester 
21 is performing a conventional logic test on logic circuits 
14, 16 thereby providing each logic circuit 14, 16 With 
access to the appropriate RAM(s) 12 during such test. 

[0060] Scan Capture Mode 

[0061] Each logic circuit 14, 16 may include an internal 
parallel-in, serial-out shift register (a “scan register”), and 
scan registers Within all logic circuits are linked to tester 21 
through a conventional scan bus 23. Each node of interest 
Within any logic circuit 14, 16 may provide a separate input 
to a scan register. At any time during a test, tester 21 may 
transmit a CAPTURE signal to the scan registers Within 
logic circuits 14 and 16 via a line of a scan bus 23 telling 
them to load their input data. Tester 21 may thereafter 
serially shift that data outWard from the scan registers via a 
SCANOUT line of scan bus 23. This gives tester 21 the 
ability to acquire a “snapshot” vieW of the states of a large 
number of internal circuit nodes not otherWise accessible via 
I/O terminals 18. 

[0062] In accordance With the invention, each core Wrap 
per 24 also includes a scan register accessible through scan 
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bus 23. In a “scan capture” mode of operation, the scan 
register Within each core Wrapper 24 responds to the CAP 
TURE signal on scan bus 23 by storing the data, address and 
control information appearing on the bus 32 providing logic 
circuits 14, 16 With access to RAM 12. When tester 21 
acquires scan data from the scan registers Within logic 
circuits 14 and 16 via scan bus 23, it also acquires the RAM 
bus data stored in the scan registers Within core Wrappers 14. 
Thus in the scan capture mode of operation, core Wrappers 
24 provide tester 10 With a snapshot vieW of states of logic 
circuit 14, 16 input/output signals appearing on RAM buses 
32. 

[0063] Scan Force Mode 

[0064] The scan register Within each core Wrapper 24 
includes a section connected to lines of the RAM bus 32 that 
convey the data output of RAM 12 to logic circuits 14, 16. 
Before carrying out an IC logic test at I/O terminals 18, 
tester 21 can shift data into that section of the scan register 
Within each core Wrapper 24 via scan bus 23. Thereafter, 
When testing the logic of logic circuits 14 and 16, IC tester 
21 can assert a FORCE signal line of SCAN bus 23 telling 
each core Wrapper 24 to force the data stored in that section 
of its internal scan register onto the data output lines of scan 
bus 23 in lieu of any data currently being read out of the 
RAM 12. Thus any logic circuit 14 and 16 attempting to read 
access any RAM 12 address Will receive the data stored in 
a scan register instead of the data stored at that RAM 
address. This force testing capability alloWs tester 21 to 
bypass RAMs 12 and to directly provide input data to each 
shadoW logic circuit 16 via data lines of RAM bus 32 during 
a logic test. 

[0065] RAM Pass/Fail Mode 

[0066] A RAM is defective When any one of its address 
able cells is defective, so IC test engineers Would like to be 
able to test each cell to make sure that it is correctly storing 
and reading out data. But since RAMs 12 are not directly 
accessible to tester 21 via I/O terminals 18, it can be dif?cult 
to design a test that tester 21 can carry out at I/O terminals 
18 that Will ensure that every RAM 12 address is properly 
tested. 

[0067] It is helpful to be able to directly test embedded 
RAMs 12 independent of the operation of logic circuits 14, 
16. Some prior art embedded memory testing systems alloW 
an external IC tester to directly test RAMs 12 by multiplex 
ing their address, data and control lines 32 onto I/O termi 
nals 18. During normal IC operation or during a normal 
logic test, terminals 18 Would be connected logic circuits 14, 
but during memory tests terminals 18 Would be connected to 
RAM 12 input/output lines 32. HoWever this approach 
requires us to route a large bus 32 from each RAM 12 to I/O 
terminals 18, and routing large buses often requires too 
much scarce space in an IC. 

[0068] In the BIST circuit 11 of the present invention, each 
core Wrapper 24 may be con?gured to operate in a pass/fail 
RAM testing mode in Which it disconnects its RAM 12 from 
lines 32 and connects it instead to test circuits Within the 
core Wrapper itself. The test circuit of each core Wrapper 24 
then directly read and Write accesses each address of RAM 
12, comparing data Written into the address to the data read 
back out to determine Whether they match. When a core 
Wrapper 24 detects a RAM 12 failure it asserts an output 
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error signal (FAIL) and continues to assert the FAIL signal 
for the duration of the RAM test. When the test is complete, 
each core Wrapper 24 asserts an output DONE signal. Thus 
the state FAIL signal output of each core Wrapper 24 at the 
end of the test indicates Whether its corresponding RAM 
passed or failed the RAM test. 

[0069] The DONE and FAIL signal outputs of each core 
Wrapper 24 could be provided directly to tester 21 so that 
tester 21 could determine When each core Wrapper 24 has 
?nished the test and can determine Which RAMs 12, if any, 
failed. HoWever When tester 21 only needs to knoW if any 
RAM failed the test, it is not necessary to provide it With a 
separate FAIL signal output from each core Wrapper. As 
shoWn in FIG. 5 IC 10 includes a “glue logic” circuit 33 for 
logically combining (for eXample “ORing”) the FAIL signal 
outputs of core Wrappers 24 to produce a single output 
FAILX signal provided to IC tester 21 indicating When any 
RAM 12 failed its RAM test, and for combining (suitably 
“AN Ding”) the DONE output signals of core Wrappers 24 to 
produce a single DONEX signal indicating that all RAM 
tests are complete. 

[0070] Glue logic circuit 33 may alternatively multiplex 
the FAIL and DONE signal outputs of core Wrappers 24 onto 
the FAILX and DONEX signals, With the selection being 
controlled by IC tester 21. This gives tester 21 the ability to 
successively inspect the FAIL output of each core Wrapper 
24 via the single DONEX connection to determine Which 
RAMs 12 failed the test. Glue logic circuit 33 includes an 
internal control register (“a J TAG register”) for holding data 
controlling glue logic circuit logic. Tester 21 Write accesses 
that control register via a conventional J TAG bus 25 in order 
to con?gure the logic operations it carries out on the FAIL 
and DONE signals. 

[0071] Each core Wrapper 24 also includes an internal 
JTAG register accessed by tester 21 via JTAG bus 25 for 
storing data for controlling their operations. Tester 21 ini 
tiates a pass/fail RAM test by ?rst setting and resetting a 
RESET bit in the J TAG registers Within core Wrappers 24 to 
reset their DONE and FAIL signal outputs and to initialiZe 
them to carry out RAM tests. Tester 21 also sets a MODE bit 
in the JTAG register Within each core Wrapper 24 to tell it 
to disconnect its local RAM 12 from its RAM bus 32 and to 
re-connect the RAM to an internal test circuit Within the core 
Wrapper. Tester 21 also Writes a separate set of MIN and 
MAX data into the J TAG registers Within each core Wrapper 
24 to tell each core Wrapper 24 the address range of the 
RAM 12 it is to test. Tester 21 then sets a START bit in the 
JTAG register Within each core Wrapper to tell it to begin 
testing its corresponding RAM 12. 

[0072] Each core Wrapper 24 then tests its RAM 12, 
asserts its FAIL output signals if it detects a RAM error, and 
asserts its output DONE signal at the end of the test. Glue 
logic circuit 33 then supplies its FAILX signal and DONEX 
signal tester 21. When glue logic circuit 33 is con?gured to 
AND the DONE signals and OR the FAIL signals to produce 
the FAILX and DONEX signals, tester 21 checks the state of 
the FAILX signal output of glue logic circuit 33 When the 
DONEX signal is asserted to determine Whether any RAM 
12 failed the RAM test. When glue logic circuit 33 is 
con?gured to multipleX the DONE signals and multiples the 
FAIL signals to produce the FAILX and DONEX signal, 
tester 21 checks the state of the FAILX signal output of glue 
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logic circuit 33 When the DONEX signal is asserted to 
determine Whether one particular RAM 12 has failed its 
RAM test. Tester 21 may then use the JTAG bus to recon 
?gure glue logic circuit 33 to select the DONE and FAIL 
output of another core Wrapper 24 and repeat the process to 
determine Whether a next RAM 12 is defective. 

[0073] RAM Bit Map Mode 

[0074] It is sometimes helpful to knoW the particular 
location Within each RAM 12 of every defective bit. For 
example, RAMs 12 may include spare roWs or columns of 
memory cells for replacing roWs or columns of cells con 
taining one or more defective memory cells. When an 
external RAM repair system learns the addresses of defec 
tive cells Within each RAM 12, it can recon?gure the RAMs 
so to use a spare roW or column in lieu of any roW or column 

containing a defective memory cell, for example by using a 
laser to alter signal routing paths Within the RAM. Such 
RAM repair technology is Well-knoWn. In order to make use 
of spare roW and column replacement, it is necessary for the 
repair circuit to knoW the roW and column address of 
memory cells of RAMs 12 that fail a test as Well as the 
particular bit or bits of that memory cell that failed. In its “bit 
map” mode of operation, each core Wrapper 24 loads test 
result data for each addressable memory cell into its internal 
scan register so that tester 21 can acquire that data via scan 
bus 23. The result data indicates Whether each bit of the 
memory cell is defective. The result data IC tester acquires 
for all memory cells forms a bit map of the defective storage 
locations Within each RAM 12 that may be provided to an 
external RAM repair system. 

[0075] To initiate a bit map mode RAM test, tester 21 ?rst 
Writes the MODE bit and a DIAG bit into the JTAG register 
Within glue logic circuit 33. The MODE bit tells each core 
Wrapper 24 that it is to connect its test circuit to its RAM 12, 
and the DIAG bit tells each core Wrapper 24 that it is to 
perform a bit map mode test rather than a pass/fail mode test. 
Tester 21 then sets the START bit in the JTAG register to tell 
each core Wrapper 24 to begin to test the ?rst address of its 
RAM 12 and to make its test results available at the input of 
its internal scan register. In this mode each core Wrappers 24 
then assert its output DONE signal after testing its ?rst 
address, thereby causing glue logic circuit 33 to pulse its 
output DONEX signal. Tester 21 responds to the DONEX 
signal by pulsing the CAPTURE signal line of scan bus 23 
to tell core Wrappers 24 to load test results data into their 
scan registers and by repeatedly pulsing a SHIFT signal line 
of scan bus 23 to shift the test results out of the scan registers 
via a SCANOUT line of scan bus 23 so that tester 21 can 
acquire the results data. Tester 21 then pulses a READY 
signal input to core Wrappers 24 telling them to test a next 
memory address. The process repeats for each memory 
address so that by the end of the test, tester 21 Will have 
acquired test results for every memory address. Tester 21 
may then, for example, forWard the test results to an external 
repair system. 

[0076] RAM Word Map Mode 

[0077] When a core Wrapper 24 operates in a “Word map” 
mode, tester 21 is able to acquire a map of defective RAM 
addresses for any particular RAM 12 although, unlike the bit 
map mode, tester 21 it does not learn Which particular bits 
of each defective address are defective. The advantage to the 
Word map mode is that it is not necessary for the system to 
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stop after each test to provide IC tester 21 With the time it 
needs to acquire results data after each RAM address is 
tested. 

[0078] During a RAM test, When a core Wrapper 24 
detects a defective memory cell, it pulses an output current 
error signal (CERR). When BIST 11 is to operate in a “Word 
map” mode, tester 21 Writes data to a JTAG register Within 
glue logic circuit 33 telling it to provide the DONE signal 
and CERR output signal of a particular one of core Wrappers 
24 as DONEX and CERRX inputs to tester 21. Therefore 
When tester 21 initiates a RAM test, tester 21 sees the DONE 
and CERR outputs of only one core Wrapper 24. During each 
cycle of the RAM test in Which a particular RAM address is 
tested, the CERRX signal output of glue logic 33 indicates 
Whether the RAM 12 address last tested by particular core 
Wrapper 14 passed the test and the DONEX signal indicates 
When the CERRX signal is valid. The sequence of CERR 
signal bit states produced during a RAM test acts as a map 
of the failed addresses of the particular RAM 12 controlling 
the CERR output of glue logic 33. To provide such a bit map 
for each RAM 12, tester 21 repeats the RAM test for each 
RAM 12, sending selection data via the JTAG bus to 
recon?gure glue logic 33 before each test to select the 
DONE and CERR outputs of the core Wrapper 24 of the 
RAM 12 to be next tested. 

[0079] CORE Wrapper Architecture 

[0080] FIG. 6 illustrates a typical core Wrapper 24 of FIG. 
5 in more detailed block diagram form. Core Wrapper 24 is 
designed to carry out any of the above-described test modes 
on a RAM of any siZe Without modi?cation. Core Wrapper 
24 includes a RAM test circuit 40, clocked by a CLOCK 
signal from IC tester 21 of FIG. 5, for responding to an input 
START signal by read and Write accessing each address of 
RAM 12 (FIG. 5) and for comparing data Written into each 
address With data thereafter read out to determine Whether 
they match. Test circuit 40 asserts a FAIL output signal 
Whenever it detects a defective RAM address and thereafter 
continues to assert the FAIL signal until the end of the test. 
RAM test circuit 40 also brie?y pulses a “current error” 
output signal (CERR) Whenever it detects a defective RAM 
address and pulses an output DONE signal either after 
testing each RAM address (bit map or Word map modes) or 
after it has tested all addresses (pass/fail mode). 

[0081] Core Wrapper 24 includes a scan register 46 for 
storing data, address and control signals appearing on bus 32 
in response to the CAPTURE signal from tester 21 and shifts 
out its stored data onto the SHIFT_OUT line of scan bus 23 
in response to successive pulses of the SHIFT signal from 
tester 21. 

[0082] Core Wrapper 24 also includes a set of multiplexers 
42-44 under control of a MODE signal for alternatively 
connecting the control (CNT), address (ADDR), and data in 
(DI) input ports of RAM 12 (FIG. 5) selectively either to test 
circuit 40 or to control (CONT), address (ADDRESS) and 
data in (DATA_IN) lines of RAM bus 32 leading to logic 
circuits 14 and 16 of FIG. 5. Amultiplexer 48 under control 
of a FORCE signal line of the scan bus normally connects 
the data out (DO) output port of RAM 12 to both test circuit 
40 and to data in lines (DATA_IN) of bus 32 leading to logic 
circuits 14 and 16 of FIG. 5. HoWever tester 21 of FIG. 5 
asserts the FORCE signal, multiplexer 48 forces a Word 
(SCAN_INSERT) stored in scan register 46 onto the 
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DATA_OUT lines of bus 32 so that logic circuits 14, 16 of 
FIG. 5 see the SCAN_INSERT data stored in register 46 
instead of the data stored in RAM 21 When they attempt to 
read access RAM 12. To load the SCAN_INSERT data into 
scan register 46, tester 21 serially shifts the SCAN_INSERT 
data onto the SCAN_IN line of scan bus 23 as it pulses the 
SHIFT signal. 

[0083] Tester circuit 40 includes a pattern generator 50 
clocked by the CLOCK signal for generating data, address 
and control data patterns supplied as inputs to RAM 12 via 
multiplexers 42-44 during a RAM test. Pattern generator 50 
Writes data into each address of RAM 12 and then signals 
RAM 12 to read it back out. During RAM 12 read cycles, 
pattern generator 50 sends a COMP signal to a data com 
parator 52 Which compares the data pattern generator 50 
Wrote into a RAM address to the data the RAM is currently 
reading back out of that address. When the RAM input and 
output data fail to match, comparator 52 asserts the CERR 
signal. The CERR signal drives a set input of an RS ?ip-?op 
54 reset by a RESET signal at the start of a test. Flip-?op 54 
produces a FAIL signal at its Q output. When data com 
parator 52 ?rst detects a faulty RAM address, the CERR 
signal sets ?ip-?op 54 to assert the FAIL signal. Flip-?op 54 
then continues to assert the FAIL signal until tester 21 resets 
it. 

[0084] An XOR gate 53 combines the RAM 21 data input 
produced by pattern generator 50 to the data read out of 
RAM 21 to produce a RESULT data Word supplied as input 
to scan register 46. Each bit of the RESULT data Word 
corresponds to a bit of RAM 12 output data and indicates 
Whether that bit matches a corresponding bit of input data. 
In the bit map mode, tester 21 pulses the CAPTURE signal 
line of the SCAN bus to capture the RESULT data in scan 
register 46 and then repeatedly pulses a SHIFT signal line of 
the scan bus to signal scan register 46 to shift the captured 
data out onto the SCAN_IN line of the scan bus. 

[0085] Core Wrappers 24 of FIG. 5 may be implemented 
as “standard cells” easily incorporated Without modi?cation 
into the design of any IC 10 having one or more embedded 
RAMs 12, even though RAMs 12 of FIG. 5 may have 
differing address spaces. Since the pattern produced by the 
pattern generator 50 Within each core Wrapper 24 must 
match the characteristics of the RAM 12 being tested, MIN 
and MAX control data stored in a JTAG register 55 de?nes 
the range of RAM 12 addresses each core Wrapper 24 is to 
test. With separate MIN and MAX data provided to each 
core Wrapper 24, the core Wrappers are able to concurrently 
test RAMs 12 of differing siZe. Tester 21 may Write the MIN 
and MAX data into JTAG register 55 via JTAG bus 25 
before the start of a test. 

[0086] Pattern generator 50 can generate either of tWo 
types of output data patterns that sequence RAM addresses 
in tWo different Ways. A RAM 21 is typically organiZed into 
an array of roWs and columns of addressable memory cells 
and a cell’s address includes the addresses of its roW and 
column. Pattern generator 50 can be con?gured to Write and 
read address each successive cell of a roW before moving on 
to a neXt roW (“fast roW mode”) or to Write and read address 
each cell of a column before moving on to a neXt column 
(“fast column mode”) The choice of fast roW or column 
mode depends on Whether RAM 12 can respond faster to a 
change in roW or column address. Tester 21 of FIG. 5 Writes 
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a ROW/COL Word into JTAG register 55 via JTAG bus 25 
to tell it Whether it is to operate in the fast roW or fast column 
mode. 

[0087] Tester 21 also sets and then resets a RESET bit 
stored in JTAG register 55 to reset ?ip-?op 54 and to place 
pattern generator 50 in an initial state, sets a MODE bit in 
register 55 to sWitch multiplexers 42-44, set a DIAG bit in 
register 55 to indicate When pattern generator is to operate 
in the bit map or Word map mode, and sets a START bit in 
register 55 to signal pattern generator 50 to begin a test. 
SKEW data tester 21 Writes into JTAG register 55 tells 
pattern generator 50 hoW to adjust the relative timing of the 
CONT, ADDR and DI signals it produces in order to 
accommodate the signal timing of the RAM under test. 

[0088] Controller Partitioning 

[0089] As illustrated in FIG. 5 and discussed herein 
above, IC tester 21 may use the JTAG bus to con?gure core 
Wrappers 24 and glue logic circuit 33 to carry out any of the 
above-described modes of operation and may use the RC 
and SCAN buses during the test to acquire data produced by 
the core Wrappers and glue logic circuit 33. HoWever as 
described beloW, much of the BIST control functions of 
tester 21 may be assumed by dedicated controllers either 
internal or eXternal to IC 10 Without any modi?cations to 
core Wrappers 24 or glue logic circuit 33. The manner in 
Which We choose to implement control functions depends on 
many factors. For eXample When there is available space 
Within IC 10, When We are interested in minimiZing the 
number of terminals IC 10 needs to convey information 
betWeen tester 21 and BIST circuit 11, and When We Want to 
limit the need for tester resources, We can include a BIST 
controller inside IC 10. OtherWise We can implement the 
controller in the form of a separate IC located outside IC 10. 
Or BIST control functions can be shared by internal and 
external controllers. 

[0090] 

[0091] FIG. 7 illustrates an alternative embodiment of the 
test system of FIG. 5 in Which an internal BIST controller 
64 has been included in IC 10 for assuming various func 
tions of IC tester 21 in con?guring and controlling core 
Wrappers 24 and glue logic 36. BIST controller 64 is suitably 
a conventional pattern generator for producing an appropri 
ate sequence of patterns on the JTAG and RC buses When IC 
tester 21 commands it to start a test, for eXample, by a 
dedicated START signal. BIST controller 64 produces the 
same sequence of control data that tester 21 Would otherWise 
have to provide on the RC and JTAG buses in order to 
con?gure glue logic 36 and core Wrappers 24 to carry out 
various tests on RAMs 12 and to start their test operations. 
Since pattern generators capable of carrying out the function 
of BIST controller 64 are Well-known, BIST controller 64 is 
no not further detailed herein. 

[0092] Installing a BIST controller 64 on IC 10 alloWs us 
to reduce use of IC tester 21 resources and to reduce the 
number of IC 20 terminals needed to interconnect IC tester 
21 to IC 10. Table I lists the connections needed betWeen IC 
tester 21 and IC 10 for each of the test modes When BIST 
controller 64 is installed on IC 10. 

IC Tester/BIST Controller 
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TABLE I 

TEST MODE CONNECTIONS 

All Modes CLOCK, START 
Pass/Fail DONEX, FAILX 
Scan Capture SCAN bus 
Scan Force SCAN bus 
Bit Map SCAN bus, READY 
Word Map CERRX 

[0093] A JTAG bus connection between IC 10 and tester 
21 isn’t required since BIST controller 64 produces the 
appropriate patterns on the JTAG bus. However when avail 
able, tester 21 could use the JTAG bus to send a START 
command to BIST controller 64 instead of directly sending 
a dedicated START signal to BIST controller 64. The SCAN 
bus connection from tester 21 is needed only when either 
scan capture, scan force or bit map mode testing is needed. 
The CERR signal of the RC bus is needed only when a Word 
map mode test is to be performed. 

[0094] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the test 
control pattern BIST controller 62 produces on the JTAG 
and RC buses in response to the START signal can be 
programmed into BIST controller 64 at the mask level. 
However this requires BIST controller 64 to be custom 
designed for each IC in which it is installed because the 
nature of the test pattern it must produce depends on the size 
and number of embedded RAMs 12 and on nature of tests to 
be performed. However BIST controller 62 can be imple 
mented as a conventional programmable pattern generator 
programmed by input data supplied, for example, via a 
] TAG or similar bus from an external host computer or other 
data source. In such case the BIST controller 62 can be 
implemented as a standard cell that may be incorporated into 
any IC employing one or more core wrappers 24 regardless 
of the number or siZe of embedded RAMs to be tested and 
regardless of which tests are to be performed. When glue 
logic circuit 33 is also programmable, the test system can be 
implemented entirely as standard cells that do not need to be 
modi?ed to accommodate the siZe or test requirements of the 
RAMs embedded in the IC. 

[0095] Tester and External BIST Controller 

[0096] FIG. 8 illustrates an alternative version of the test 
system of FIG. 5 in which IC 10 is mounted on a “load 
board”66, a conventional printed circuit board for holding 
IC 10 and for routing signal between tester 21 and IC 10 
during tests. When it is not possible or otherwise desirable 
to install a BIST controller within IC, the function of internal 
BIST controller 64 of FIG. 7 can be implemented by an 
external BIST controller 68, a separate IC suitably mounted 
on load board 66. External BIST controller 68 may be 
similar in nature and operation to internal BIST controller 64 
of FIG. 7. Although an external BIST controller 68 requires 
us to provide more IC 10 terminals than the internal BIST 
controller 64 of FIG. 7, it nonetheless allows us to minimiZe 
the required number of IC tester 21 channels. 

[0097] External BIST Controller Only 

[0098] In some applications it may be desirable for all 
functions of tester 21 of FIG. 5 to be carried out by a 
dedicated external BIST controller. FIG. 9 illustrates an 
embodiment of the test system of FIG. 9 including a load 
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board 66 holding IC 10, a RAM 70 and a programmable 
BOST controller 71 clocked by a CLOCK signal from a 
source that may be internal or external to load board 66. An 
external host computer 74 writes a test program into RAM 
70 via conventional computer bus 76, and then sends a 
START command to BOST controller 71 via bus 76 telling 
it to execute that test program. The program stored in RAM 
70 tells BOST controller 71 to carry out all test functions 
that might otherwise be carried out by tester 21 of FIG. 9 
including supplying test pattern inputs to logic circuits 14, 
16 via the I/O terminals of IC 10, supplying control signal 
patterns to core wrappers 24 and glue logic circuit 36 via the 
RC, SCAN and JTAG buses, and appropriately processing 
IC output data appearing on the I/ O, and SCAN buses. RAM 
70 of FIG. 9 may replaced with a read only memory (ROM) 
storing a test program appropriate for IC 10. In such case 
host computer 74 need only supply a START command to 
BOST controller 71 and acquire test results—it need not 
actively program the BOST controller 71. 

[0099] BIST/BOST Controllers 

[0100] FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of the test 
system similar to that of FIG. 9 except the BIST control 
functions are shared by an internal BIST controller 64 and 
external BIST controller 71. This reduces the number of I/O 
terminals of IC 10. 

[0101] BIST Controller Only 

[0102] FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment of the test 
system of the present invention in which a BIST controller 
64 connected to the JTAG and RC buses independently 
carries out a pass/fail test on RAMs 12 in response to an 
input START signal from any source. The START signal 
may, for example, be generated by an internal IC circuit on 
system start up or by any circuit external to IC 10. The only 
IC output is the FAILX signal provided by glue logic circuit 
36. The FAILX signal can, for example, be used to trigger 
an alarm. This arrangement system is useful for testing 
RAMs 12 when IC 10 is in its normal working environment 
and not accessible to external test equipment. 

[0103] BOST Circuit 

[0104] When it is convenient to connect the buses logic 
circuits 14,16 employ to access RAMs 12 to I/O terminals 
of IC 10, the functions of core wrappers 34, glue logic 36 
and bist controller 68 of FIG. 8 can be implemented by a 
built off-chip self test (BOST) circuit 67, an integrated 
circuit mounted on load board 66. While use of BOST circuit 
67 does not eliminate the need for bring the buses accessing 
RAMs 12 to I/O terminals of IC 10, BOST circuit 67 reduces 
the number of channels tester 5 needs to test IC 10. BOST 
circuit 67 may be implemented, for example, by an appro 
priately programmed ?eld programmable gate array 
(FPGA). 
[0105] Core Wrapper Pattern Generator 

[0106] FIG. 13 illustrates pattern generator 50 of FIG. 6 
in more detailed block diagram form. Pattern generator 50 
includes a data generator 70 clocked by a DATA CLOCK 
signal from a sequencer 72 for producing the data pattern to 
be placed on the data input lines (I) of RAM 21 (see FIG. 
6). Apair of pseudorandom number generators 74 and 76 for 
responding to a row address clock signal or a column 
address clock signal from sequencer 72 by producing a 
sequence of row or column numbers (ROW or COL) span 
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ning the Widest ranges of RAM roW and column addresses 
that the BIST system is capable of handling. A pseudoran 
dom generator is similar to a counter in that it produces a 
sequence of numbers spanning a particular range. However 
Whereas a counter generates the number in numerical order, 
a pseudorandom number generator generates them in pseu 
dorandom order. A pseudorandom number generator can be 
implemented With feWer gates than a counter. 

[0107] A pair of digital ?lters 78 and 80 ?lter the ROW 
and COL address outputs of number generators 74 and 76 to 
produce the address (ADDR) supplied to RAM 12 of FIG. 
5. Normally ?lters 78 and 80 simply form their ADDR 
output by combining their ROW and COL address inputs. 
HoWever the MIN, MAX data output of JTAG register 55 of 
FIG. 11 is supplied to generators 74 and 76 to tell them the 
range of roW and column addresses ROW and COL that are 
Within the address space of the RAM. If a ROW or a 
COLUMN address is not Within the indicated range, ?lter 78 
or 80 supplies as output the last received ROW or COL 
address input that Was Within the indicated range. For 
eXample let us assume a RAM 12 has an 8-bit ROW address 
spanning the range of 0-255 but that number generator 74 
produces a 16-bit output ROW address 0-65535. Suppose 
number generator 74 produces output ROW address 112 on 
the nth cycle of the ROW address clock but produces 
address 1112 on the (n+1)th cycle. Then on the nth cycle 
?lter 78 Will forWard its incoming ROW address 112 as the 
roW address portion of the output ADDR Word and Will also 
save address 112 in an internal register. On the (n+1)th cycle 
of the roW address clock, ?lter 78 Will forWard the roW 
address 112 stored in its internal register rather than the 
current incoming roW address 1112, because the incoming 
roW address is outside the range of RAM being tested. Thus 
the cell at roW address 112 is tested tWice. 

[0108] AskeW circuit 81 adjustably delays each of the DI, 
ADDR and CNT outputs of data generator 60, ?lters 78 and 
80, and sequencer 72 With delays controlled by the SKEW 
data input from JTAG register 55 of FIG. 6. The delays are 
set to accommodate the timing requirements of the RAM 
under test. 

[0109] Address Filter 

[0110] FIG. 14 illustrates the roW ?lter 78 of FIG. 13 in 
more detailed block diagram form; column ?lter 80 is 
similar. Referring to FIG. 13, ?lter 78 includes a register 82 
for storing an incoming ROW address, a comparator 84 for 
determining Whether the incoming ROW address is Within 
the range indicated by the input MIN, MAX data and for 
loading the incoming roW address into register 82 When it 
does. A multiplexer 86 controlled by comparator 84 selec 
tively provides either the incoming ROW address or a ROW 
address stored in the register depending on the result of the 
comparison. 

[0111] Glue Logic 

[0112] FIG. 15 illustrates a suitable implementation of 
glue logic circuit 33 of FIG. 5 in more detailed block 
diagram form. Glue logic circuit 33 includes a set of 
programmable logic circuit 90, 92 and 94 for respectively 
producing the FAILX, CERRX and DONEX signals in 
response to the FAIL, CERR and DONE signals produced 
by core Wrappers 24 of FIG. 5. AJTAG register 96 receives 
con?guration data (CONFIG) from tester 21 via JTAG bus 
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25 and supplies it to programmable logic circuits 90, 92 and 
94 to control the logic they perform on their input signals. 
Each logic circuit 90, 92 or 94 is suitably a programmable 
gate array or similar device capable of being programmed to 
produce its output signal, for eXample, by ANDing, ORing 
or selecting from among its inputs signals. In embodiments 
of the invention in Which the logic functions of glue Wrapper 
33 are ?xed, programmable logic circuits 90, 92 and 94 can 
be replaced by suitable non-programmable logic circuits. In 
such case JTAG register 96 is not needed. 

[0113] FIG. 16 illustrates an alternative version of the 
invention that is someWhat similar to the embodiment of 
FIG. 5 and similar elements are designated by similar 
reference characters. HoWever in the test system of FIG. 16, 
some of the functionality included Within core Wrappers 24 
of FIG. 1, along With the function of glue logic 33, has been 
centraliZed into a BIST controller 100 that communicates 
With all core Wrappers 102 of FIG. 16 via a set of control 
lines and With integrated circuit tester 21 via a bus 104. BIST 
controller 100 may be implemented Within IC 10 as shoWn 
if FIG. 16 or may be implemented eXternal to IC 10. 

[0114] FIG. 17 illustrates a typical core Wrapper 102 of 
FIG. 16 in more detailed block diagram form. Core Wrapper 
102 has many element in common With core Wrapper 24 of 
FIG. 6, and similar elements are designated by similar 
reference characters, hoWever the pattern generator 50, 
JTAG register 55 and ?ip-?op 54 of core Wrapper 24 have 
been replaced in core Wrapper 102 With a set of devices 
110-120. Referring to FIGS. 16 and 17, a column address 
generator 110 and a roW address generator 112 respectively 
reset an output memory column address (COL) and memory 
roW address (ROW) to 0 in response to an input RESET 
signal from BIST controller 100. Thereafter, during a test, 
column address generator 110 changes its output COL 
address in response to each pulse of a column address clock 
signal (COL CLOCK) from BIST controller 100. Similarly 
roW address generator 112 changes its output ROW address 
in response to each pulse of a roW address clock signal 
(ROW CLOCK) from BIST controller 100. Address gen 
erators 110 and 112 may be counters or may be pseudoran 
dom number generators similar to generators 74 and 76 of 
FIG. 13. 

[0115] A pair of ?lters 114 and 116 (similar to ?lters 78 
and 80 of FIG. 13) ?lter the COL and ROW addresses to 
produce output column and roW addresses (COLADDR and 
ROW ADDR) supplied to a skeWing circuit 120 (similar to 
skeWing circuit 81 of FIG. 13). Filters 114 and 116 maintain 
the COL ADDR and ROW ADDR values Within an address 
range determined by input MIN, MAX data supplied by 
BIST controller 100. In particular, Whenever a COL or ROW 
value is Within the indicated address range, ?lter 114 or 116 
supplies the input COL or ROW value as its COL ADDR or 
ROW ADDR output. HoWever When the COL or ROW 
value goes outside the indicated address range, ?lter 114 or 
116 supplies as its COL ADDR or ROW ADDR output the 
last value of COL or ROW that Was Within the indicated 
address range. The MIN/MAX data may be shifted into 
?lters 114, 116 of all core Wrappers 102 via a serial bus 120. 

[0116] Adata decoder 118 acts as a lookup table to decode 
an encoded data Word (ENCODED DATA) having a rela 
tively feW bits provided by BIST controller 100 to produce 
a Wider output DATA Word to be Written into RAM 12 














